JULY 2016 ANTIQUE SALE

1 bottle Remy Martin Vintage Cognac 1830, this totally unique bottle of
Remy Martin Cognac Vintage 1830, In original hand-blown and rolled
bottle with original authentic Remy Martin intact capsule.

"The first ever Vintage release of Remy Martin Grande Champagne Cognac. Glass embossed seal stating Vintage and full intact authentic lead
seal with Remy Martin logo and 'Seal of the Centaur'- this item is in exceptional condition"
Sold £9,900

A rare Persian Safavid polychrome porcelain flask, mid 17th
Century
Of Chinese inspired form, the body of gentle sloped and
swelled form with central rounded nodule, surmounted by a
tapered short slender neck and terminating at a garlic-head
upper rim, all rising from a spreading circular footrim to a
short pedestal, the body enamelled with central medallion
issuing two double lines in rich underglazed cobalt, extending to a beautifully enamelled concentric band enamelled
in sage green and iron-red with five flowerheads borne of
leafy meandering tendrils, further reserved against a dense
stylized foliate ground, all reserved against a milky white
ground, 30.5cm high, paper private collectors label to base
PH. ZIEGLER.
NB: The Safavid dynasty ruled over Persia for two Centuries
(1501-1722), inspiration for form and glaze was greatly taken
from the Chinese export wares of the Chinese Yongle period
(1403-1424), with rich cobalt saturated glazes and large
flowerhead designs, however it wasn't until the change of
Dynasty in China in the mid 17th Century when new ceramic
designs were seen and would be so influential to Persia, this flask is typical of this period with the juxtaposition of pale green, and red next to typical cobalt, but rarely do such items come to market,
with examples being seen in The British Museum and The Louvre in Paris. The history of this important
flask is somewhat sparse, it's existence is known for the last fifty years or so, where it has been part of
a private Cheshire estate, however prior to this it can not be traced. The private collectors label
stating PH. Ziegler is also prevalent as this may be able to provide to insight into this wonderful flask's
history.
Sold £5,000
A fine quality hallmarked silver gilt and
pictorial enamel singing bird box by Karl
Griesbaum, the cover and two panels
painted with traditional figures and landscape scenes beside vibrant blue guilloche enamel and white columns, imported marks and stamped T C & S ltd,
circa 1925-1936, complete with key,
height 4cm, length 10cm
Sold £4,200

An extremely rare 'Hutchinson Tyres' enamel
advertising wall sign, of rectangular form, the
blue ground detailed with cat seated on a tyre
before a moonlit sky, with text 'Hutchinson
Roadster, The tyre with nine lives, for cycles,
motorcycles & cars' 62cm x 51cm.
Sold £3,000

A Charles II gold Unite 1660-62, with crown
mint mark, condition - very fine.
Sold £2,850

Cyprien Godebski (Polish 1835-1909) a 19th Century
bronze figure group 'La Force brutale étouffant le
Génie', a bronze figure group after the original,
modelled as a muscular scantily clad Zeus hold aloft a
winged male nymph, standing on a rocky plinth base,
inscribed C. Godebski, 93cm high.
Sold £2,800
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